CAMPER TRAILER PROFILE
Patriot Campers X1

BUILT Adventure
for

Marvellously
constructed and
incredibly capable,
this Australian built
camper trailer ticks
all the boxes

P

atriot Campers pride themselves
on providing an all-inclusive
experience with every camper
trailer they manufacture.
Designed to combine a comprehensive
mix of comfortable accommodation and
functional amenities, the X1 is a true offroad tourer that’s been built strong and

X1 AT A GLANCE
PRICE: $29,990
EXTERNAL BODY LENGTH: 3.2m
EXTERNAL WIDTH: 1.7m
EXTERNAL HEIGHT: 1.85m
TARE WEIGHT: 770kg
BALL WEIGHT: 100kg
ATM: 1200kg
• CHASSIS: Hot dip galvanised
• BODY CONSTRUCTION: Marine grade aluminium
• SUSPENSION: VC Cruisemaster
• SHOCK ABSORBERS: Yes
• WHEELS: Black steel

Access to your 120amp Fullriver battery
via the Redarc battery management
system is easy and secure. Built to fit
flush into its own dedicated space on the
other side of the fold-down kitchen, your
Redarc is a complete battery charging
and maintenance solution. In addition to
functioning as an AC-DC/DC-DC battery
charger, the Redarc also works as a
battery monitor, start battery isolator and
maximum power point tracking device for
any solar panels you may decide to add
on down the road. On top of all this, the
Redarc boasts whisper quiet operation
so you can run it at your leisure without
having to worry about the noise disrupting
your, or your neighbours’, bush adventures.

smart to follow faithfully wherever your
4WD aims to lead it.
From its well-equipped kitchen, with
an impressive amount of bench space
and variety of durable appliances, to
the high-quality, easy to set up tent
from Hannibal Safari Equipment; the
X1 is a compact, camper trailer built

For structural rigidity and to
keep your X1 safe from sea
salt and the damaging effects
of rust and corrosion, the
trailer’s body is constructed
entirely of durable, marine
grade aluminium. Structurally
riveting interlocking sections
of laser cut aluminium to the
hot-dipped chassis with a
monocoque design technique
enhances the trailer’s
strength while keeping its
weight down. This approach
is much like building a tank
out of armour as opposed to
later attaching armour to a
tank’s existing frame.
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Patriot Campers is serious about going offroad, so to prove it, they’ve equipped the X1
with black, steel wheels and massive 33in
mud-terrain tyres from Federal. Aggressive
sidewall lugs and extra sidewall rubber give
you more grip on the go while TriGard Plus
construction gives you three full nylon carcass
plies plus an additional nylon sidewall ply
that works with the tyres’ unique rubber
compound to hug the road and resist
punctures and bruising.

for luxury adventuring. Compact but
complete, comfort abounds inside and
all around the X1 making it a great
fit all types of campers. From novice
to pro, for families and couples alike,
Patriot delivers a model that’s been
proudly built in Australia for you to
proudly travel the country in.

A genuinely unique and positively brilliant
inclusion on the X1 is the two mesh boxes at
the rear of the trailer. Perfect for wet storage
or muddy boots, these purpose-built boxes
lock securely so damp or soiled items can be
isolated from the rest of your gear but still
stored safely when you’re moving. The vented
design on the doors and walls of these boxes
keep them well ventilated so it’s easy to dry off
or air out any items inside.

Patriot has teamed with the experts at
Hannibal Safari Equipment to provide
a truly classic roof top tent for the X1
package. Built from Dynaproofed 380gsm
Australian-made ripstop canvas, all seems
are waterproofed, double-stitched and
edged with binding so your tent is strong
but still able to breath. Easy to set up
and convenient to travel with, the tent’s
spacious hinging allows for your bedding
to remain in the tent while mobile and
external tie-down straps on the roof of
the trailer help prevent the tent from
ballooning while driving; lowering wind
resistance and ultimately saving fuel.

• TYRES: 33in mud-terrains
• WATER TANK: 70L stainless steel
• GAS CYLINDER SIZE: 3.7kg
• ELECTRICAL SYSTEM: Redarc BMS w. Full
River Battery
• COOKING EQUIPMENT: Two burner cooktop + grill
• TOILET: Porta Potti
• SHOWER: Tankless hot water system
• MAIN BED: Double-size foam mattress
• AWNING: Wrap-around wing type
• STORAGE COMPARTMENTS: Five

The X1’s clever kitchen design succeeds at
providing heaps of functional workspace
as well as offering an ergonomic L-shaped
design that helps make food preparation
and accessing areas like the included pullout pantry and cutlery drawer simple. A two
burner stainless steel cooktop and griller
combination connects to your LPG supply to
deliver low pressure power that translates
into faster cooking times. This dynamic
tailgate kitchen set-up also features a
stainless steel sink and dedicated fridge
slide that includes a portable 60L fridge/
freezer combination from ARB.

The Cruismaster coil suspension system
from Vehicle Components delivers both
economical load protection and superior
handling even under the most stressful
bush conditions. The system is aided
by twin shock absorbers that work to
eliminate vibration, in turn helping to
significantly extend the life of your trailer
by preventing shock-related damage
and fatigue. By limiting suspension
movement, your shock absorbers enable
you to traverse rough ground in the X1
as effortlessly as you would travel on
the bitumen.

CONTACT

PATRIOT CAMPERS
Ph: (07) 3200 8355
W: www.patriotcampers.com.au
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